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Top-notch Performance Headers now on sale at Inner Auto

Headers are one of the easiest bolt-on accessories you can use to improve an engine's
performance. Boost performance and drivability in your vehicle with high quality, durable
Inner Auto Headers Exhaust.

(PRWEB) July 17, 2005 -- Are you tired of your engine's performance? Headers are one of the easiest bolt-on
accessories you can use to improve an engine's performance.

Headers make it easier for the engine to push exhaust gases out of the cylinders. The idea behind an exhaust
header is to eliminate the manifold's backpressure. Each cylinder gets its own exhaust pipe, instead of a
common manifold that all of the cylinders share.

Boost performance and drivability in your vehicle with high quality, durable Inner Auto Headers Exhaust.
Mileage will improve as your engine becomes more fuel-efficient. The outstanding features built into every
Mercedes Benz Headers Exhaust of Inner Auto delivers the ultimate in quality and performance. High-grade
bolts and washers, top quality gaskets made to Hooker's specifications, adapters, extensions and brackets are
included in the package. It includes all hardware plus instructions for a direct fit, trouble-free installation.

Do not let your exhaust rob your engine of power. Inner Auto's High performance Mercedes Benz Headers
Exhaust systems use headers; big tail pipes and free-flowing mufflers to eliminate backpressure in your
vehiclesÂ� exhaust system. Inner Auto's unbeatable price on Mercedes Benz headers exhaust is the envy of
competitors. No wonder our repeat customers keep coming. Right now you are in the exact website that our
satisfied customers have gone into. We have our secured online store to choose your needed headed exhaust
from.

Our extensive master catalogs show Header fitting detail and notes as they relate to specific applications to help
you determine what is fit for your vehicles. These includes power steering, power brakes, EGR, Air
Conditioning, ports, tube size, collector size, collector length, port shape, emission codes, header finish etc.

For decades, our product line for Headers Exhaust is the leader in the industry providing heavy duty, top-grade
durable materials. Call us now or place your order online. For all of your Mercedes Benz Parts needs welcome
to the Online Directory for Mercedes Parts, Mercedes Benz Parts and Mercedes Accessories on the Internet.

Search online for the latest Mercedes-Benz breakthroughs and technological parts, accessories & products at
http://www.innerauto.com/Mercedes_Benz_Parts/ and you are on your way to a satisfying your Mercedes-Benz
car parts needs. Inner Auto also has superior quality Mercedes parts that can maintain the looks and appeal of
your Benz and shop your way to the most durable and affordable Benz car parts in town.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
TerryBrown
1-800-314-1521

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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